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FADE IN:

INT. TUCKER’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

TUCKER (7) enters and heads for his bed.

GARY (40) walks in behind.

You’re average father and son.

Gary tucks Tucker in,...

kisses his forehead,...

turns off the nightstand lamp,...

and leaves.

EXT. HALLWAY - NIGHT

Closing the door, Gary sees...

light seep out from the edge of the door.

Hmm? He opens the door and...

sees the nightstand lamp on.

Eyes closed, Tucker lays very still in bed.

Sighing, Gary re-enters...

INT. TUCKER’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

and sits beside Tucker.

GARY

What’s wrong, Tucker?

Caught, Tucker opens his eyes and shamefully doesn’t look at

his dad.

GARY

Question?

TUCKER

The monster.

Tucker hangs his head low.

Gary understands. A common phobia.
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GARY

Look.

Gary moves his hand to the lamp switch.

Tucker stops him by grabbing his wrist.

TUCKER

Please dad.

GARY

I’ll be right here.

With a look of assurance from his dad, Tucker lets go.

CLICK. Darkness reigns.

Fuck. Tucker breathes rapidly.

GARY

I’m still here.

Gary grabs Tucker’s hand. Tucker forcefully breathes slow, a

attempt for control.

Tucker’s vision adjusts to the darkness.

He sees his room in all it’s splendor. Gary’s outline

is before him. Tucker breathes normally on his own.

GARY

Anything?

TUCKER

That’s because your here.

GARY

Wouldn’t monster be happy in

getting two people?

Good point.

GARY

Question, Tucker.

TUCKER

Yes.

Gary turns on the lamp. Glorious light returns.

Tucker looks down, disgracefully.
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GARY

Let’s make a bet. Stay in the dark

for a minute and, I’ll leave the

light on the whole night. And to

ensure that it goes out well, I’ll

stand outside the door.

A turmoil goes on in Tucker’s mind. Not wanting to do this

out of fear, but wanting to show his dad that he can.

GARY

One minute. I’ll be right outside

the door. Scream. I’ll come running

in, trap that monster in a bottle

and turn it into a genie.

Gary smiles.

Tucker grins.

GARY

I’ll teach him and any others to

not come over here.

Convinced, Tucker nods.

Gary turns off the light, leaves and closes the door.

The bet has begun.

INT. TUCKER’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Tucker breathes and moans like a scared puppy. He can do

this. Nothing to be scared of.

INT. BATHROOM - NIGHT

Gary turns on the light, moves to the toilet, and whizzes.

INT. TUCKER’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Tucker sees...

his room as before. Nothing out of the ordinary.

Tucker’s breathing and moaning slowly diminishes. If nothing

happened before, then...

A CREAKING sound causes Tucker to gasp and hold his breath.

What was that?!
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The closet door’s opening and a DARK FIGURE...

walks out and approaches Tucker. This can’t be real.

The DARK Figure gets up close. Face to face. Oh, sh--

INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT

The sound of the toilet FLUSHING. Gary exits the bathroom

and walks back to...

INT. TUCKER’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

and turns on the light.

Tucker has wrapped his entire body under the covers.

A slight improvement. Removing the blanket from the top of

Tucker’s head, Gary sees...

his son’s throat cut.

Shock and grief overwhelms Gary. Instinctively, he grabs his

son, turns...

Argh...and is met with half of a knife puncturing his Adam’s

apple. The knife’s pulled back.

By reflex, Gary drops his son,...

clutches his throat...

and falls down.

Gary’s lasting image is of a dark suited fellow wearing a

black balaclava and a black expressionless mask. This is The

MANNEQUIN.

FADE OUT


